You have already gained fundamental experience within the ﬁeld of Software Development and would
like to interact with your hands-on mentality on an international level?
In that case we are more than happy to get you on board in our team as a

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER (M/F)
FRONTEND + UI
WHAT TO EXPECT...
Collaboration in the development of applications and modules for our products in the
printing and media industry
Development of new technologies and concepts on the basis of Java, WildFly, JSF, C/C++ or
Objective C
Product maintenance and improvements of our software solutions
Close collaboration with other departments: Sales, Solution consulting and Customer
support

WHAT TO HAVE...
Degree in Computer Science, Mathematics, Engineering or a comparable qualification
Interested in Media and Press industries
Fun in Programming
Good knowledge of web frameworks
Ideally experience with data formats such as PDF,
EPS, TIFF, JPG
Experienced handling with Windows, Linux or
Mac
Analytical and systematic thinking skills
Sound knowledge of JPA 2.0, EJB 3.0
Knowledge of Objective C, C/C++ and/or Java

Experience or knowledge in one or more of the
following areas are nice-to-have:
JBOSS (WildfFly), JSF
Very good knowledge of JavaScript, HTML
and CSS
Good knowledge of web services, XML,
JSON etc.
Basic knowledge of Java
SVN or other version control systems

WHAT YOU EXPERIENCE...
Exciting challenges in an expanding technology and international environment
Interesting, innovating and diversified tasks
Cooperative responsibility, that positively influences daily business
Flat hierarchies with very short communication and decision paths
A motivated team with open-minded and supportive colleagues
New hire program and intense training and in order to get familiar with the company and its products in
the headquarter (Regensburg, Germany)
According to the competencies & mobility, possibility to evolve within the R&D to different Business Units

We are looking forward to your application by email to
career@onevision.com www.onevision.com/career

